The Hapless Conservationist

50 Ways NOT to Save a Planet.
If we're ever going to save the Earth we'll need to know exactly what it is we are doing in
order to save it and increasingly it would seem rescue it from the clumsiness of its would
be saviours as much as anything else.
Depicted above is a well-meaning enough but blundering idiot doing his level best to patch
up and repair a rapidly deflating globe, the fumblings of an amateur sending us onto a
collision course with ruination, which pretty well sums up the pitiful state conservation is
in today. As we go through this paper we shall see that 'conservation' these days comes in
many and varying guises. Not all of it's in the best interest of the planet.

Planet Earth.

This planet of ours is an incredibly beautiful and precious biosphere. It is positively not
for a bunch of wannabe fixers to be let loose on the case. It must absolutely be for those
with dedication and who know what it is they are doing. Those with care and the wisdom
for carrying things through often with very simplest ideas that actually work very well.
But let's instead take a good long look at what's all too often happening in the world today.
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The Toxic Green Sludge Movement - Where it's all at and where it's all going so horribly
wrong.

A right old green mush which now replaces what were once highly effective conservation
measures.
The problem is the environment, conservation and sustainability have all become mere
words that mean different things to so many different groups. They're sugar-coated,
meaningless and downright nauseous to listen to. In its initial concept it was all relatively
straightforward, marginalised perhaps, but it was in its purest form. Then it was all about
protecting species, preserving habitats and fighting pollution. Limited it may have been but it
was at least functional and it did the job in hand.
Much of what's occurred ever since has been positively driven by forces working behind
the scenes scheming in very sinister ways. Because along with the general run-of-the-mill
activists and fund raisers, let's not us be in any doubt, there are the corporates. Those
who seek to profit and care not about what it is they destroy and have been worming their
ways into the various authorities for decades. We certainly know they've infiltrated just
about every conservation organisation, they're well and truly inside governments, the media,
and are also within the education system influencing any curriculums which may then go on to
pervert the minds of young children. In fact they're into just about every sphere of society we
could ever possibly imagine.
This infiltration has crept in and with it everything that once worked well has become
watered down and diluted. And apart from that even the most committed seem to have
lost their way with it by following these same tired old trends. No-one seems to realise
what a con it all is and that they're being duped. These new ideas of course are finally decided
upon and shuffled in behind closed doors and quickly become embroiled into policy. When
anyone questions what's happening they immediately find themselves looking at a brick wall.
The hunting lobby always did have some kind of claim over conservation, which never did fool
anyone, but these of the other persuasion have snuck their way in far more insidiously and in
some ways are doing a lot more damage. So much so we're seeing this hodgepodge of green
sludge which actually saves nothing at all but makes things a damn sight worse.
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In order to explain there's no better way than to roll out the various examples on a one by
one basis which should show exactly why it is nothing's working any more. It all begins
innocently enough in the education system where children are literally being programmed
from an incredibly young age and in case there were ever any doubts.....

Fresh in school and already enjoying a good fun brainwashing experience.

Isn't this just wonderful! Note the plastic toy windmills they're clinging onto in order that
their interests might be captivated that bit more effectively. But be aware, most things, even
these inoffensive looking toys are a ploy to manipulate young minds and it's happening on an
industrial scale. Going back some time ago now we were attending a harvest festival at our
children's school where we were asked to say a prayer for the scientists who were helping
farmers to grow their crops. Such was the perversion of the education system even then.
If positive messages were sending out there'd be nothing at all wrong. But no, with state run
education systems it's not about simple ideas that would very effectively turn thing
around, there are no real concerns about saving very much at all in fact. To them it's all
very much corporate led. It's about getting 'em into their future careers, moulding them
into modal productive tax-paying citizens, and in this case it's about giving them some
thoughts about one day getting into the wind industry maybe.
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But even with government run schemes there can be unintended consequences or not. A
ploy of the wind industry perhaps.
When I was younger I had lots of plans of becoming different things, everything from an actor to a scientist, but then my
teachers at school told me about climate-change, that was sort of an eye opener to me.
Greta Thunberg. Activist.

Kids these days don't stand a chance! They come out of a bent education system, they're
drip-fed by a bent media, then when they go on line to gen up on it all they're fed with the
same old bent conservation rhetoric of wind farms and sustainability by all the charities.
And so what hope is there? In fact with all of this going on and everyone's gullibility I'd
say they've got things pretty well stitched up.
'Cos if you thought things were bad here there are other parts of the world which have
positively left us in the shadows. In the US there are schools and universities that support
animal abuse events. While in North Korea they have government-sponsored cradle to
the grave zombification while China's not a whole lot better. Malaysia and Indonesia,
schools are encouraged to have 'government officers' come round to give talks on the
benefits of palm oil etc., and if they dare to criticise they get admonished for it.

Action will be taken against int'l school for anti-palm oil performance

The Education Ministry will take action against an international school in Kuala Lumpur for carrying out an activity sowing
anti-palm oil sentiment.
In a statement today, Education director-general Dr Amin Senin (photo, above) said the ministry conducted an
investigation and would take action against the school based on the provisions provided by the Education Act 1996 (Act
550). He said this in response to Primary Industries Minister Teresa Kok’s statement yesterday, slamming an anti-palm
oil performance carried out by students at the school.
Kok had also urged the school authorities to come to her ministry and understand the efforts taken to improve the palm oil
industry and preserve the environment. Amin said the ministry’s probe found out that the performance was among the
school's annual events held last month.
“The involvement of students in propaganda activities is clearly against the national policy and can affect the country's
good name,” he said, stressing that the ministry took a serious view of the anti-palm oil activity at the international school.
Amin said the ministry would also issue a reminder to all international schools in the country to ensure such incidents will
not recur. “The Education Ministry will not compromise on the indoctrination of propaganda elements in private
educational institutions that tarnish the image and name of the country," he said.
https://www.malaysiakini.com/news/482236
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Don’t sabotage, minister tells international schools after students’ anti-palm oil concert

KUALA LUMPUR: Primary Industries Minister Teresa Kok has accused international schools of not supporting the
government’s efforts to counter the anti-palm oil lobby, following a viral video clip showing students taking turns to speak
out against the palm oil industry during a school concert.
“We are a palm oil-producing country. They must understand and not sabotage further,” Kok, whose ministry has been at
the forefront of efforts to counter an international campaign against the commodity, told reporters at the Parliament lobby
today.
She said several international schools did not allow her officers to give talks on the benefit of palm oil. “International
schools are very unresponsive. They have preconceived ideas about palm oil,” she said.
Kok was responding to a video clip shared on social media, showing students at an international school doing a
presentation on the environmental damage caused by oil palm plantations.
“Now they openly do these performances in the school, spreading anti-palm oil messages among our Malaysian
children,” she said.
Kok said she is prepared to explain the benefits of palm oil and the steps taken by industry players towards achieving
sustainable palm oil to the schools involved.
She accused the international school involved of allowing it to be used as a platform to spread false information about
Malaysia’s palm oil industry.
“They are doing a disservice to the country,” she added.
https://www.freemalaysiatoday.com/category/nation/2019/07/02/dont-sabotage-minister-tells-international-schools-afterstudents-anti-palm-oil-concert/

The arrogance shown by these government ministers is unbelievable. It makes what's
happening over here seem positively tame. And as for tarnishing the image and name of
their country the government's done that all by itself.

Here's a clip of the video they didn't want you to see.
https://youtu.be/Pw-pm1p2-IQ
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The Media.

The BBC.

See how skilfully and shamelessly they manipulate many of us into believing their own
version of events. The students get home after a hard day and they then have the media
bombarding them all of their same old gloom and doom. Switch on the telly and there it is
global-warming, global-warming and yet more global-warming, terrifying them all into
wanting more and more of these disastrous wind farms. Nothing the ecoterrorists as I call
'em would like better.
BBC., Climate Change - The Facts. Our own take on things.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_3eb01dfec4f24df6a978531d44f3d9ab.pdf

We ourselves are not denying there are very real problems out there but it's how we go
about fixing them's the issue. Forget about all the bird, bat and insect-deaths, they have their
own brands of excuse making to get around that, standard replies they were no doubt given to
by the wind industry itself. Nothing but nothing has done more to split the green vote right
down the middle but blindly it continues to be foisted upon us all. Right-wing governments
are becoming elected around the world in the backlash of all of this green chat but that's only
incidental and they will never ever mention anything about that. The bigger picture is what
they don't want any of us to see. They like to keep that one safely locked away in a
cupboard somewhere.
The Unforeseen Consequences of Green Politics. The not so unforeseen maybe.
Conservationists could hardly have done a better job of alienating the electorate. They would
turn the countryside into one giant wind factory, open up the floodgates to all comers, and
encourage families to breed, none of which has anything at all to do with conservation
incidentally. They set these policies out, with the mainstream parties routinely adopting them
within their own manifestos, and are amazed when it all fails so spectacularly.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_fe8c747e9adb4f5184b5f26b0d6d7047.pdf
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The typical propaganda handed out by the industry.

Note the Numbers! Down to the nearest five or even three.
How does anyone ever arrive with such precision when counting bird mortalities? It's
impossible because the actual numbers killed by any threats are unknown, they can only
ever be estimated, and yet here they are in the case of nuclear narrowing it down to the
nearest three birds per year.

Another one here which is just plain laughable. A bird sitting up there loving a turbine out of
reach from the cat below. How utterly desperate must this industry be? It's an insult to anyone
looking at it, and the scale, you wouldn't even see the bird or the cat from that range.
Beyond Conspiracy - The Terrifying Truth Of Corporate Power.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5WxdqmAue0
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What to Believe and What Not to Believe.
Weather patterns may be changing and the forests are definitely burning, but this is
mainly down deforestation, land-clearance and alterations carried out to the natural
vegetation. It's been happening relentlessly for decades. Trees produce shade and
moisture, and as the world's forests continue to shrink temperatures in the immediate and
surrounding areas become increasingly hotter and the conditions ever drier. Then either
by natural occurrences or by arson fires take hold and do their worst.
But the very very last thing the few remaining wild places left in the world need is for
them to be converted into power producing factories. This would only make matters many
many times worse than they are already. Bird numbers would go from few birds to zero
birds within a few short years and countless zillions of flying insects would be wiped out
too. It cannot be underestimated just how devastating things would become.

Truth. The bitter pill everyone wants but no-one can seem to swallow.
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Powered by Renewables – Just how often do we hear that brazen claim?
But let's take a look at what it all actually means.

Wind Farms.

Bird-Deaths. Please take a view!
https://youtu.be/s6B-pbJV6IA
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Concentrated Solar.

Scorched birds having flown through the intense beams of light.
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Conventional Solar.

All around the planet what were once valuable natural habitats are now smothered over
with panels in some places spanning as far as the eye can see.
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Extinction Rebellion. Be careful what you wish for!
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Ignoring the Science. Everyone's favourite accusation.

We are constantly reminded we should not ignore the scientists but how often are all these
other issues ignored? People on all sides often ignore what they don't want to hear and it
shouldn't be forgotten it's corporate-led science that got us in this mess in the first place.
Blinded by Science. For anyone wishing for such a comatosing experience I can strongly
recommend this for some good reading.

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0192493

The Science of Ignoring. Why do people ignore You?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkxauqlWgM0
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It's hardly any wonder conservation's lost its way and has become so out of touch. But
these mindless green energy schemes are only some of pure evils we're being drip-fed
with. We also have 'sustainable' palm oil production, which is actually anything but, wildlife
friendly trophy hunting and there's even 'sustainably' produced Amazonian beef if you can
believe that. Why else would all these disastrous policies under the very transparent guise of
saving the planet ever be rolled out if things weren't so utterly bent?
The biggest lie of all of course was the bird numbers that were plummeting like flies over
forty years ago. This was in fact down to the agricultural chemicals that were rendering
many species infertile at the time. These chemicals never went away, they're still out there
today doing their very worst, only nowadays it's all conveniently lumped together with
global-warming so as not to upset the farmers too much. Since then wind farms have
gone up everywhere and it is these that have become the final nail in the coffin for so
many species.

Go for that walk in the wider countryside and you will find empty skies and eerily silent trees.

Take that walk and it's already like moving through an ecological vacuum. With wind
farms, pesticides, land management and hunting, probably in that order, what then would the
countryside be like if more and more wind was ever thrown up?
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Starling murmurations.

One taken over twenty years ago and the other a few years back. Please don't believe
anything the bird organisations, above all the media, or even what we are telling you. But do at
least believe your own eyes. Next time you witness one of these murmurings for example,
dim flickerings these days more like, compare the two pictures for yourselves and see
which ones out of the two they most closely resemble. Or maybe just look around the
countryside. There's hardly anything out there any more!
A Case Against the RSPB. Go for that walk in the wider countryside and you will find empty
skies and eerily silent trees. It's a sobering thought too given anything you are seeing is
probably something that hasn't been killed yet. Go to pages 29-33 and see who's paying
them their wages.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_8183b59e65b646ba912315b53efb38d7.pdf
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Handing over your subscriptions to them thinking you're giving money to the birds? Well
no you're giving it to the RSPB who are actually campaigning to make matters even worse
than they already are.

The RSPB State of UK Birds Report 2017.
And as we can see it's climate change, climate change followed by yet more climate change
which in fact has had very little to do with declining bird numbers over the years. In fact
throughout the entire text, to the virtual exclusion of every other threat, it is bedaubed on every
page making an astonishing appearance of no fewer than 73 times. And we've not even
included the variables such as climatic conditions, climate warming or climate-related etc., etc.
Issues like pesticides, plastics, industrial fishing, silage-cutting, illegal killing and windfarm collisions, which are the real dangers birds are facing, were either hardly mentioned
or ignored altogether. To be fair Rats did feature reasonably high, with the appalling
consequences Rat infestations have on island species being taken into account, so it's at least
good to know they're still actively engaged on that particular issue. Other than that however it
was a poor and an extremely lacking report.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_d1401f163dfa4ddd9886576c95a655ab.pdf

The CATES State of UK Birds Report 2017. By contrast see our own summary of events.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_4923e966f01f444cb641c85a823f0573.pdf

Lead-Shot.
This issue has been around for decades and even now there seems little likelihood of it ever
being resolved. The Wildfowl & Wetland Trust is not necessarily wanting an outright ban
whereas we and other right minded people would request nothing less on principle alone.
In WWT's own link there's a line about, 'shooters are being asked to sign a pledge to comply
with the law. www.leadshotcampaign.co.uk
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Management Natural Resources Wales. Before and after.
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Conservation grazing today has become just another term. There was a time once land
was acquired for the protection of its rare plants and insects it was grazed throughout the
autumn and winter months only. But now the modern approach, which actually benefits
farmers more than wildlife, is to have animals present throughout the whole year.
It was only after around eight long years of heated letter writing and bitter wrangling did we
finally achieved this and even this is far from ideal. Compare the top picture above (both were
taken at the end of June incidently) where the site was completely nibbled down to the nub, to
the one below it where the vegetations been allowed to naturally grow. And although the no
grazing period begins a full month later than is ideal it still demonstrates a considerably
improved appearance.
And yet both the landowners and NRW who oversee the management were saying they
were doing a great job and would no doubt have concluded they were doing their bit for
conservation.
Management - If it's destroying more than it's helping it's not actually helping.
A Case Against Natural Resources Wales.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_c664930944eb45a487024610b783df28.pdf

Conservation Scottish Natural Heritage.

Meanwhile gunning down Barnacle Geese is what conservation means to SNH.
Please view the link. https://youtu.be/dFiZV7d5vws
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National Trust Farms. Here too the conditions are hardly ideal.

For a number of years we looked around some of these farms where the management was no
different from anywhere else. What was once an extensive patchwork of flower-rich
meadow under its guidance has been rendered to this averagely bland bit of pasturage.
The hedges there are flailed just the same and silage-cutting is carried out as with every
other bog-standard farm in the area so what's the difference? For a conservation
organisation it just shows a distinct lack of imagination as much as anything else. One of
there other properties at Pwll Caerog Farm in Pembrokeshire has even been turned into a
theme-park.

Typically managed National Trust farmland.
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National Trust Sika Deer Project.

For over a hundred years Purbeck has had a herd of sika deer Cervus nippon, native to Japan, roaming freely across the
land. They were introduced in the 19th century to deer parks in Dorset but escaped and have been accepted as part of
the local ecology. They survive well on the lowland heathlands, making use of the cover of scrub and browsing on
grasses and young tree shoots. They serve a purpose within their ecological niche keeping scrub from encroaching onto
valuable heathland and mires, and keeping grasses in check. Where deer numbers are high however they can cause
damage to precious ecosystems. They live alongside the native Roe deer Capreolus capreolus but these occur in
smaller numbers in Purbeck.
The National Trust has been managing the sika across its holdings in Purbeck since the land was bequeathed to them in
1982 from the Bankes Estate. Over the last few years the National Trust have supplemented their stalker’s knowledge of
the deer with coordinated twice annual counts assisted by about 60 volunteers. The Trust needs to understand how the
animals are dispersed and how they are affecting the different habitats so they can work out how best to manage the
population.
http://www.purbecknt.org.uk/Projects/Studland%20Deer%20Project.htm

Another dubious project being undertaken by the National Trust.
Here they talk about Sika Deer 'being accepted as part of the ecology' and 'serving a niche.'
What they conveniently fail to tell us about are the ecological problems such as hybridising
with our native Red Deer for one.
But the endless and disastrous effects often caused by non-natives is usually understated
so as not to cause alarm as to the very real damage being caused.
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Little Owl ‘Given the Bird’ on Skokholm
It is not only rats that threatened seabirds on Skomer (letter, Jan 26). In the 1930s other predatory wildlife was also
causing a problem to storm petrels breeding on both Skomer and its neighbouring island Skokholm.
A letter from Skokholm’s warden, R M Lockley, to British Birds in June 1937, referring to the recently undertaken little owl
inquiry in 1936 (an investigation by the BTO into the owl’s feeding habits, including its speciality of decapitating petrels),
concluded: “It is obvious that it is altogether unsuitable that the little owl should be allowed to breed on Skokholm.” The
owl, itself a non-native introduction to mainland Britain in the 19th century, was thus not given the freedom of either island
and was subsequently removed.
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/little-owl-given-the-bird-on-skokholm-95dsdhs7g06

Little Owl Sentiments in the 1930s - Compared with those today.

Little Owls – They may look cute but can be deadly.
On off-shore islands they're presenting serious problems for the highly vulnerable Storm
Petrels breeding there. Little Owls are not native and have no rightful ecological business
being on them.
Back in the 1930s there were policies in place of live trapping for release to parts of the country
where they would do least harm. But now they're treated much more cosily welcomed by the
wardens like they're some must see on every island trip.
I'm sorry but for me if it's a toss up between a threatened native species and an import
then the well being of the native species should take priority every time.
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Baulk Wood, Henlow in Bedfordshire.

This woodland and meadow were formerly a landfill site. Tree and wildflower planting has transformed the area into a
beautiful place to visit and picnic. There are surfaced paths through the wood, and firm grassy paths around the meadow
and natural play areas around the site to keep the children entertained. Look out for the annual ‘Running Wild’ children's
play event.
https://www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk/info/82/countryside/421/countryside_sites/7

Baulk Wood at Henlow in Bedfordshire – An example of what not to do with a piece of
woodland.
Described as tree and wildflower planting which has transformed the area into a beautiful
place. The wood itself is that dark green patch on the top right of the map. This planting was
conducted around twenty years ago by the now disbanded Henlow Conservation Society
with advice given by the then Mid Beds District Council's arboreal officer. I walked
through this wood myself and I have to say I could hardly believe what I was looking at. It
was textbook what not to do with a piece of woodland laid out before me. The complete
opposite of what was ever needed.
Prior to this 'transformation' it was a small and an extremely overgrown bit of wood
which would have in fact benefited more from a clearance rather than planting. But it's
more what it was planted with that was even more disturbing. Just about every God
damn awful garden hybrid you could possibly imagine.
Every principle of real woodland conservation had been completely ignored. There was a
lovely thicket of Blackthorn, albeit overgrown and straggly, which would have benefited
enormously from a winter clearance and then allowed to grow back the following season.
A mix of Pines, some non-native and others were Scots, the non-natives could've been felled
and made some log-piles out of. But anyway the end result had to be seen to be believed.
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Nigel Dunnett. Wildlife gardener extraordinaire!

No doubt full of the very best intentions in the world but his ideas of 'wildlife gardening' are
highly questionable to say the least.

His plan, assuming if he even has one, seems to be one of creating riot rather than
replicating anything you'd normally expect to find in nature.
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Plantings like these are nothing like what should be happening. Little if anything's native and
I'm not so sure it's even legal. There are laws against broadcasting alien species in the
countryside and it would be interesting to know frankly whether any infringements have
been made.
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Even the bird charities once recommended planting quite aggressive garden shrubs
because of the berries they produced but failed to say how you could then stop these birds
from crapping all over the countryside.
But fortunately that was then. Nowadays things have improved a tad.
https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/advice/gardening-for-wildlife/plants-for-wildlife/shrubs-forgardens/invasive-shrubs/

At least in their particular case. Because I have seen some horrendous examples being
conducted in some of the private nature reserves.

Meanwhile the Woodland Trust at the moment are doing some great work planting
natives at least in the UK. If we want to lower carbon, prevent erosion and create some
useful habitat. They are one of the few organisations who are doing something right.
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/support-us/give/plant-100k/faqs/
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The Situation in Australia. Taking a look into their recent political history.

Another Greenie Bites The Dust. Aussie PM Forced Out By Climate Policy
"Like former UK prime minister David Cameron, Turnbull is a great supporter of the UN’s green agenda. This has now
been his undoing.
As Australia’s Institute of Public Affairs noted, Turnbull’s National Energy Guarantee (NEG) was an extremely bad deal for
Australia.
It would have weakened Australia’s economy (which is built on fossil fuels such as coal, now exported in increasingly
large quantities to China). It pretended to be a “market based solution,” whereas in fact it simply compelled energy
retailers to use a greater proportion of wind and solar (on pain of large fines) and demanded billions of taxpayers’ money
to be spent on green schemes and bureaucracies. It put carbon emissions reductions before the needs of all those
consumers and businesses which have already suffered greatly from Australia’s rocketing electricity prices and sporadic
blackouts (caused by its drive for renewables).
Dan McKay
https://www.facebook.com/groups/457295044332740/permalink/1917799384948958/

And so this is what happened next.
The old party was voted out because of their appalling wind farm policies but as a knock
on effect of that a non-green government replaced them. With them habitat clearance
only increased and the destruction there on continued ever further.
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I’ve been an environmental activist and an investigative journalist for over 30 years. I’ve extensively campaigned and
lobbied for Australian wildlife at the local, state, national and international level, including the US Congress, Senate,
European Parliament, European Commission.
In all my years of activism, I have never witnessed such destruction as we are witnessing in this country today. The
continued existence of many iconic, unique Australian wildlife is on the line. Koalas are facing looming extinction in NSW
and Queensland. Not in 50 years or 20 years, the rapidly escalating extinction rates are happening now. The reasons of
straightforward. Koalas are dying as a direct result of governments’ policies of extermination. The deliberate wiping out
of defenceless wildlife in the way of development, infrastructure, forestry, urbanisation and mining.
Our democracy is corrupted. Public interest legal rights have been repealed. There is no transparency and almost every
shred of information relating to an environmental/wildlife issue has to be obtained through Freedom of Information
requests. At every level of government, the opportunity for corruption of the planning and environmental protections is
available.
The Australian government is in breach of its ratification of the Biodiversity Convention and the Convention on Migratory
Species. There is a complete and deliberate failure of compliance and enforcement at state and federal level. Slim
protections available under state and/or federal legislation have been repealed or replaced including MOUs and/ or
Bilateral Agreements. In 2012, when the koala was listed under the EPBC Act as Vulnerable, a National Koala Recovery
plan was recommended. No recovery plan has been developed. The National Koala Conservation & Management
Strategy 2009-2014 has been a complete failure.
Federal Koala Referral Guidelines are not mandatory and allow developers to self refer if koalas are found on project site.
In some cases, koalas on site have been deliberately removed to ensure the project developer does not have to refer the
site to the Federal government. Gold Coast City Council translocation of l80 koalas and joeys to facilitate 30
developments at Coomera provides an excellent example. The translocation was the largest ever attempted in
Queensland, AFA was able to establish through Right to Information requests that only 2 koalas survived the
translocations. In Queensland, the planning laws and regulations relevant to koalas are obfuscatory gibberish incapable
of generating any protection from development.
At the Federal level, the Common Assessment Method signed off by Greg Hunt in 2015 and agreed to by all state
governments is a further disaster for wildlife, allowing one national listing for a species. Any effort to upgrade EPBC
protection for a listed species will now fall under the responsibility of a Species Expert Assessment Panel, a Panel which
will be a useless as the Common Assessment Method
There are no dedicated national parks or protected reserves for koalas. The International Union for the Conservation of
Nature has identified the koala as one of the ten most vulnerable species to climate change. Yet there are no climate
change policies, or refugia for koalas or recognition of the IUCN designation.
Offset policies are a further disaster. Queensland, however has provided an excellent example of the economic cost of
the loss of non juvenile koala trees. According to the EPBC documents, the Coomera High School Project will see l832
koala trees removed, valued at $920 each placing the total value of trees lost at $1,685.440. We need to put an
economic value on a healthy environment.
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Finally, Australians for Animals Inc. commissioned an IPSOS national poll in January which asked the question. Do you
support the urgent introduction of legislation to protect Koala habitat in Queensland and NSW? An overwhelming 80%
responded YES.
I'm tabling an extensive list of the koala talkfests which have been held by NSW, Queensland and Federal governments
in relation to koala survival. This list makes it abundantly clear the only government response to the plight of koalas is
more talkfests. The terrible and catastrophic loss of koalas and other ecosystem dependent wildlife is also a moral issue.
One that should make every government bow its collective head in shame.
As my dear friend, Mickey Ryan, Chairman of the Bundjalung Elders Council says. “Our wildlife is becoming vulnerable
everywhere. We’re losing the soul of the country. What’s happening here is downright murder.“
Sue Arnold
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_d932303a83bf4ffebbcec4e3e8169864.pdf

Political underlying causes like these need addressing before we can even think of getting
proper ecologically minded governments into office. By alienating the very people who
would often go for greener options we are simply getting further and further away from
resolving anything at all. And now on top of that we have all this going on.

‘An absolute tragedy’: hundreds of koalas feared dead after NSW bushfires
Bushfires sweeping through prime koala habitat in New South Wales may have killed as many as 350 of the iconic native
marsupial, conservationists say. The blaze, near Port Macquarie in northern NSW, has burned through thousands of
hectares including an important koala breeding ground. On Thursday wildlife researchers visited some of the area
destroyed in the bushfire, but only located two living koalas in a search of about 100 hectares. It has led to fears
hundreds of the animals may have been killed.
Conservationists fear hundreds of koalas have perished in wildfires that have razed prime habitat on Australia’s east
coast. “It is a known koala breeding ground for the Port Macquarie region [and] the area we are most concerned about is
a high density koala population,” the Port Macquarie Koala hospital president, Sue Ashton, told Guardian Australia.
“It is still burning and we probably won’t be able to access it until Saturday at the earliest [but] from our data crunching
and based on a 60% mortality rate we will probably lose about 350 koalas. “It’s an absolute tragedy.” The koala is
already listed as vulnerable in NSW and the animal has been threatened by urbanisation and habitat destruction. Such a
significant loss of habitat is a hammer blow to the species.
“It’s a national tragedy because these are a genetically diverse population of koalas, they are a lot more adaptable to
change [and] their bloodlines are very good and strong so they make great candidates for research and breeding,” Ashton
said. The blaze, which has been burning for several days, broke containment lines on Tuesday. It has now burnt more
than 2,600 hectares of bushland and is continuing to spread, the Rural Fire Service said on Thursday.
Sydneysiders, meanwhile, woke to another smoky day as haze from the mid-north coast fires causes poor air quality as
far south as Bowral. The Department of Environment declared air quality in Sydney as “poor” due to particles, and those
with a chronic respiratory or heart condition have been encouraged to avoid outdoor activity and stay indoors.
The RFS said there were 70 fires burning across the state with 44 uncontained.
https://focusingonwildlife.com/news/absolute-tragedy-hundreds-of-koalas-feared-dead-after-nsw-bushfires/
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Australian Bushfires – Summer 2019-20.

With weird stuff happening around the Southern Hemisphere, like flooding in Indonesia
and burning in Australia, this had all the hallmarks of an El Niño year, which is explained
further on page 34. This fact however was kept very quiet by the media who never
mentioned it once. So determined were they to concentrate their reporting only on the
climate-change issue letting nothing else get in the way of a good story.
Spurred by a likely El Niño as well as climate change, the planet is expected to heat up even more, scientists warn.
An El Niño event is very likely under way, amping up extreme weather already made worse by climate change and
increasing the odds that 2019 will be the hottest year in recorded human history, scientists warn.
There is an 80 percent chance a full-fledged El Niño has already begun and will last until at least the end of February
2019, according to the Climate Prediction Center at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
The impacts of El Niño have been more severe in recent years because of global warming, and these impacts will be
worse as temperatures continue to rise, according to a recent study in the journal Geophysical Research Letters.
“With an El Niño, it’s entirely possible 2019 will be the hottest year ever,” said co-author Samantha Stevenson, a climate
scientist at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
The top four hottest years have been among the last four, 2015-2018, driven by increased emissions of heat-trapping
carbon dioxide (CO2)—which have also reached record levels, according to the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO). The Earth’s climate has been warmer than the 20th Century average over the last 406 consecutive months.
That means no one under the age of 32 has ever experienced a cooler-than-average month.
“Every fraction of a degree of warming makes a difference to human health and access to food and fresh water, to the
extinction of animals and plants, to the survival of coral reefs and marine life,’’ said WMO Deputy Secretary-General
Elena Manaenkova.
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2018/12/2019-may-be-hottest-year-yet-el-nino-climate-change/
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Added to this the forests there have their own distinctive characteristics which makes
them react in a very different way and this too is never picked up by the media.
Eucalyptus bark sheds regularly forming large build ups of paper-like material and this
combined with the eucalyptus oil makes them doubly combustible. The habitat will
survive, there's absolutely no doubt about that at all, these are forests that positively
thrive on fire. The trees themselves are insulated from burning and their seeds require
fire for germination. What's not so certain of course is the safety of those individual species
living within the forests and it is these we should all be concerning about.
Aborigines once used traditional out of season controlled burning in order to prevent
precisely these disasters from happening, but sadly fell out of favour many many years
ago now, waiting exactly for an event like this to trigger it off. We firmly believe if this
practice had still been in place there'd 've been a lot less flammable material lying around than
there was. The park authorities would have been well aware of course and could've managed
their forests far more appropriately than they otherwise did. At the very least this would have
created some much needed firebreaks. The idea would always be to have controlled
conservation burns well outside any nesting seasons.
Many were opposed on the grounds that all burning is destructive but I'd say far better that than
anything they've got at the moment. While the majority of these fires are caused by lightning
strikes many others are down to arson. It's probably mainly those with mental disorders,
possibly with childlike fascinations for fires, in one particular case it was a firefighter
seemingly trying to drum up a bit of extra overtime for himself. And of course once these fires
are lit the windy and tinder box like conditions will then go on to spark more and more fires.

Each tree sheds one layer of bark per year so on this rationale this particular specimen has
probably not witnessed fire for well over a decade. There may well be insects that depend
on these flakes as a habitat so burning should never be used as a policy of overkill. But
within a mosaic of burnt areas those parts of the forest that are left to do their own thing
would at least benefit with a surrounding of some much needed firebreaks. What's needed
for these recognised natural sections with others managed say on a ten year rotation. Far better
to work with conditions than felling gaping great tracks of forest which is many people's idea.
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Australian raptors start fires to flush out prey.
https://cosmosmagazine.com/biology/australian-raptors-start-fires-to-flush-out-prey

So integral is fire to the Australian ecology in fact there are even raptors that have learnt
to use it as a tool by picking up embers for flushing out prey.
As and when peculiarities like these in nature manifest themselves however there's always
advantage to be had for the species in question but there's never any malice.

OK it's hotter than usual temperatures in Australia right now but we believe decades of build up
of flammable material due to poor management followed by arson attacks has in itself nothing
to do with climate-change. We've previously argued that it's deforestation and landclearance that's largely to blame for hotter and drier weather in any case. Trees create
shade and humidity and once they're removed the immediate and surrounding areas
automatically become hotter and drier. This has been happening not only in Australia but
globally and none more so than over the past couple of decades.
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Australia bushfires: Firefighter accused of arson in 'ultimate betrayal.'
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-australia-50568026

Bushfire Arson.
http://www.bushfirecrc.com/projects/c3/bushfire-arson

Teenage volunteer firefighter charged with arson alleged to have lit seven NSW bushfires.
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/nov/27/teenage-volunteer-firefighter-charged-witharson-alleged-to-have-lit-seven-nsw-bushfires

Why do people deliberately light bushfires.
https://www.9news.com.au/national/bushfire-arson-why-do-people-deliberately-light-bushfires-blazeaustralia-news/ac1ddad5-73a1-4319-994a-3109547756f6

Bushfire arson bulletin.
https://aic.gov.au/publications/bfab

Two teenagers arrested over Australian bushfire; firefighters continue to battle at least 50
blazes.
https://www.foxnews.com/world/teenagers-arrested-australia-bushfire

Children are arrested, cautioned and 'dealt with' after they ignited at least EIGHT of the
raging bushfires tearing through Queensland.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7450507/Children-arrested-cautioned-dealt-ignitedbushfires-Queensland.html

North Queensland bushfire suspect's car shot at by police during arrest.
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-09-19/north-queensland-bushfire-suspect-shot-at/11526808

Suspicion against a minority of green activists is not something we'd want to consider
perhaps but it is also not without reason that there maybe some who are actually rejoicing
at what's happening. It would certainly suit their own narrative for their warped to-do
list plans to be realised. What more compelling argument could they have than the whole
country going up in flames? Calls for more and more wind farms, we can hear the sabres
rattling as we speak, policies of bird-deaths, obliteration and yet further political
alienation.
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So we should resist above all else being panicked into going down this lefty wind farm
route which would surely bring about only further destruction. There are far better ways
of dealing with carbon than wind farms which is explained in pages 39-40 & 52.
The government former to the one they now have, were pro-wind farms and found
themselves out voted as a result, replacing them they've now got land-clearance the likes
that's not been witnessed for a very long time. It's like we're on some nightmarish merrygo-round alternating between one destructive force to another. Sorry to be so blunt but
there's really no point in prettying things up. The situation is serious and things need
addressing.

Meanwhile protesters have been criticised for opposing spring burns, which would have
prevented many fires from getting hold, there always have been some burns mainly
around residential areas. Well no, they had every right to protest, spring burns are
obviously a bad thing and should be banned. If burns are carried out they must be out of
season when everything has finished its cycle.
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And in case there were any doubts. Less than two months after the fires life is springing
back again.
https://brightside.me/wonder-curiosities/australian-forests-are-springing-back-to-life-after-thedevastating-bushfires-here-are-20-fresh-photos-of-hope-795442/
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Moving away from Australia now these Eucalyptus plantations in countries like Spain,
Portugal and also in California have long been widely attributed to the horrendous fires
there. But true to form with the reporting would never give the full story on those either.
There are always those who like to make their problems everyone else's problem.

Spain using goats to prevent forest fires.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfau-zrO6Po
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So this then is their answer.
Not content with bringing Eucalyptus into Europe in the first place they are now going on
to promote desertification as well as eat up any bird's nests that get in the way. Some are
even advocating sending these goats over to Australia right now to sort out the problems
they've got there.

But we need only look at the destruction goats are causing in Sub-Saharan Africa,
nibbling out trees and other vegetation and creating dust bowls, to know what an utter
disaster that would be.
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So What's to be Done?
The current situation cannot be ignored. It's far too dangerous for that and it needs to be
challenged each and every time something's mentioned in an article or a TV interview and it's
no good us all sitting back in our armchairs and swearing at the telly either. There is such a
thing as social media so let's get on and use it everyone. There's nothing at all wrong with
saving the planet, real conservation's not up for discussion here, but as ever it's how we go
about saving it.
Ending deforestation once and for all and not patching them up with pathetic cap-in-hand
policies. Forests could be saved on the mass they truly deserve by allowing them to
become profitable. But read instead how conservation's going about 'saving' things
throughout the rest of the paper.

The hideous Michelle Desilets of the Worldland's Trust who uses these poor little souls
like pawns for promoting their sordid palm oil deals.
Orangutans, Sustainable Palm Oil and the Truth.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_7fe48dbb98f04aae9e5bc79ce967baa4.pdf

What Conservationists Don't Want You to Know.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_3613f6c81f834e59a2efcac16c21bd0e.pdf
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Amazonia Burns.
Had conservationists listened to this idea I'd had on mass rubber and cocoa expansion
over a decade ago now things may well have been slightly different. The thuggery there of
course is very different to what's happening in Australia.
I practically drew them a plan. It entailed going into the forests and collecting native Rubber
and wild Cocoa seeds. By planting out the saplings, creating wealth, habitat and work for the
locals, there was an opportunity to save the forests many many times over. These crops
command a $multibillion annual turnover on the world-market and could easily had been
enough to create an industry for saving rather than destroying forests.
All most people want is employment so that they can feed their families but those who are
in charge of saving the forests are so dim-witted they cannot see beyond their own noses.
They just don't seem to get it that by having the locals on side by offering them real green
jobs you're at least half way towards saving something. Don't think a country's going to
give up a fifth of its landmass while the rest of the world offers nothing in return. If it
happens with one government there's no guarantee the next one will follow and this is just
what's happening here.
Having failed so miserably in almost every election they've ever had over the past decade
or more the Lefties then hold their hands in the air, boohoohoo, as if to say where did it all
go so terribly wrong. Well it ain't no mystery is it, they just don't have a clue on how to
conduct themselves in a way that's going to appeal to the masses, and unless they can do that
they're going to loose out on every election they're involved with time and time again just as
they're doing at the moment.
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Amazonia, Congo & Southeast Asia - The three beating hearts around the planet.
Areas of dense impenetrable tropical rainforest situated along the Equator. Seasonally shifting
north to south and then back again following the sun's zenith point, these are places
described in the old nautical terms as the doldrums, where there are months of calmness
and violent thunderstorms. This for me sums up the magic of these forests and what they are
all about.
They regulate the weather and creates the humidity which then goes on to provide most of the
rainfall around the tropics. The thinner and sparser they become the less well they're able
to function resulting in drought and famine throughout Africa and disrupted weather
patterns elsewhere. And yet how often do we hear about these, other than as a passing
afterthought, when the subject of climate-change arises? Not nearly enough we can all be sure
of that!
No, politicians and the media would go for the wind farm rhetoric, talk in terms of unleashing
and they would then wonder why it is their current green agendas are so unappealing to the
voters. But if ever these places were brought back into full production, and there are real
possibilities they might if they were able to pay for themselves, the amount of carbon these
forests could store would be truly staggering.
Plant Forests and Make a Fortune. If forests are to be saved on the mass they truly deserve
they need the chance to earn their way out of destruction.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_849b9b810c2f4ef58093b651371de717.pdf
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Mangrove Restoration.

Well intended attempts like this which have simply not been thought through.
These saplings will eventually shade out this seagrass bed which is an important ecosystem for
manatee, dugong, fish and sea turtles etc., and that's if they survive at all. The mangrove tree
line, which can be seen to the right of the photo, is the natural boundary or limit to where
they will grow down the inter-tidal elevation. A valuable lesson instead would be to
observe this and duplicate it by using the natural forests as a reference or model for any
restoration project.
Throughout Asia there are various mangrove species but only one, the Red Mangrove
Rhizophora mangle, is ever chosen. This narrow choice reduces biodiversity and apart
from anything else is a lost opportunity for getting things right. There are places in China,
where introduced species of mangroves planted en masse have formed monoculture plantations.
These have then seeded, become invasive and have out-competed the natural plant communities
well beyond the target plantation area, which is having a profound impact on the wider affected
ecosystem. But I guess if anything's done wrong it'll be China that does it.
But if restoration projects are carried out well they can make the difference, in a country
like Bangladesh, between a productive and secure thousand mile stretch of coastline to
one which is barren and eroded. More generally, it's important to retain naturally
occurring habitats such as mudflats which provide many important services of their own,
including vital habitat for shellfish, sand worms and feeding grounds for migratory
shorebirds.
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By contrast this example, where over a few short years with some basic principles of
hydrological and ecosystem restoration techniques put in place, has facilitated natural
regeneration to assist locally occurring mangrove species to regenerate on their own. This
avoids the costs of nurseries development and planting, ensures that the right species are
located in the right place and encourages more species to establish thereby raising biodiversity.

2015

2016
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2017

2018

Special thanks to the Mangrove Action Project for assisting us with this information.
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Ecological Mangrove Restoration.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_9d456251fbbe4076870c89091a98e01d.pdf

It’s More Than Just Planting.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_b1c63530ed1842f19e17b502d8923d90.pdf

To Plant or Not to Plant.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_a9cd6af084f049a5bf7ccaedecd55553.pdf

Community-Based Restoration.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_d6a9d5fccee54cbabe5ff491befb03df.pdf

Rates and Drivers of Mangrove Deforestation in Southeast Asia.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_ef82b66fb0854c0ca35cc0c6b53cdf99.pdf

Restoring the Natural Mangrove Forest.
https://youtu.be/Vh7CoPBLQa8
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Artificial Reefs made from Old Tires – A Bad Idea

The invention of tires has made car travel more easier and smoother but when tires are worn out, having an average life
span of 50,000 miles, they need to be replaced with new ones. While more and more people are using cars, the quantity
of old tires trash each year at junkyards, is also increasing. As old tires are piling up, they have become a good raw
material and one of this is an artificial reef made of used tires.
In Florida alone, some 700,000 old tires were clustered in groups and dumped in the sea to become an artificial reef. At
first, it proved to be efficient where marine organism has started to take refuge from the artificial structure. But as time
goes by, the structure collapse as the nylon and other tying material snapped due to the wear and tear. The scenario was
worsened during hurricane season where old tires are scoured by waves and strong tides ending up in natural reefs and
up in the beaches.
Well, artificial reefs made out of used tires are not just deployed in Florida, but in other parts of the world especially in
areas with high concerns for reef conservation. In fact, Costa Rica has its fair share of using old tires for artificial reef
mostly concentrated in the areas of Guanacaste.
But how did it became a bad idea?
Aside from serving as a fish attracting device and refuge for marine critters, its negative effects have overwhelmed what
was supposedly a good idea both for waste management and reef conservation. Here are some of the negative effects
and reasons why an artificial reef made out of old tires has become a bad idea:
As water constantly moves, the tying material such as nylon loosens down over the years causing the heavy structure to
collapse. Imagine the damage it causes to the marine critters that is supposedly taking refuge to this artificial structure.
When the structure collapses, the tires can easily be taken by the waves and tidal flow where some have reported seeing
hundreds, if not thousands of old tires washed up along the beach. This event can be worsened during seasons of
severe weather condition like hurricanes.
Artificial reefs are usually located outside the reef system in a sandy flat bottom. When the structure collapses and
loosen up, detached tires from the structure can come in contact and damage a nearby reef. A worst-case scenario
would be several detached old tires getting entangled in the reef causing a continuous 24/7 destruction.
It releases toxins and pollutes the water
Although the composition of a brand-new tires is made differently depending on the manufacturer, there are ingredients
that are common in making a tire like black carbon, sulphur, zinc oxide and peroxides. These ingredients are exposed to
its environment especially if the tire is already worn out. In the case of artificial reefs, we are not using brand new tires
and of course, this is not the logical thing to do. When deployed underwater, the decomposition of worn-out old tires is
hastened causing the early release of tire chemicals which are considered toxic to the marine environment. An early
manifestation that tire chemicals are starting to pollute the water is the growth, if not, the dominance of marine algae.
http://www.costarica-scuba.com/artificial-reefs-made-from-old-tires-a-bad-idea/

It was so obviously such a bad idea from day one. Tyres were clearly going to break down
releasing toxins into the oceans and cause all kinds of problems. It was all yet another
ploy, probably suggested by a waste management team, on how conservation might help
them dispose of their ever increasing amounts of trash. If reefs are to be created it should
surely be of cast iron or moulded concrete type materials.
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Coral Reef Restoration Through Human-Assisted Evolution

Some outcomes of human-assisted evolution include a) wide variety of dog breeds, rice which has been genetically
altered to increase nutrient content and cattle bred for increased meat production.
Humans have been utilizing evolutionary processes to create beneficial alterations to organisms for thousands of years.
Who loves their golden retriever? You can thank selective breeding for the wide variety of dog breeds present today.
Selective breeding is a process by which humans chose specific desirable traits and selectively breed individuals to,
overtime, create a new dog (or horse, or cat, etc). A variety of animals and even plants and microbes have been
selectively breed for human benefit.
More recently, techniques like acclimatization (a process by which an organism adapts to changes in the environment
over the course of its own lifetime), trans-generational acclimatization (where the environmental changes can force
adaptations that are actually handed down to the next generation), and genetic modification have been utilized in areas
such as agriculture and farming. These techniques have given rise to crops that are able to withstand more stressful
environments, plants capable of increased nutrient values (Fig 1b), and increased growth rates and meat yields in some
livestock (Fig 1c). Though controversial, current technology allows us to alter organisms at a faster rate than would
normally occur through the natural processes of evolution.
https://oceanbites.org/coral-reef-restoration-through-human-assisted-evolution/

Man-Made Human Assisted Evolution! - Sounds absolutely terrifying doesn't it!
Do reefs even need this kind of interference? These are such bloody awful people, who just
cannot see how damaging they are, and whilst it's not a GMO technology it is nonetheless
interference which goes well beyond what's right and ethical or even desirable.
Who wants to dive onto a reef where natural systems have been exchanged for unnatural
ones in any case? It would be like trying to botanise in a garden instead of a natural
meadow and if anyone doesn't understand that then there's really no point in me trying to
explain it.
There's only one thing that frightens me more than global-warming. It's what scientists
will do to help.
Scientists Think They Have the Answers to Everything. Intelligence without wisdom can be
an extremely dangerous thing.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_9c58412e255843d0b4f958652d1cee0e.pdf
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With weird stuff happening all around the Southern Hemisphere, like the flooding in
Indonesia, burning in Australia and these unusually warm temperatures on the Antarctic
Peninsular, this had all the hallmarks of an El Niño year. This fact however was kept very
quiet by the media who never mentioned it once.
El Niño years are when everything goes wrong with our weather patterns and seabirds
starve due to fish disruptions etc.

Instead they further sensationalised it with an alarmist image like this showing the whole
of Antarctica in total meltdown.

If this were in any way true we would indeed have something to be very worried about
but it isn't. The Antarctic Peninsular is just that tail of land sticking out to the south of
South America.
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Seven World's One Planet – Antarctica.

“It's a huge struggle, which is quite difficult to observe, but for us as film makers it's important to document what's really
happening rather than interfere. The team did see that chicks were perishing, but our role is not to save a few chicks, we
have to show what's happening.”
Fredi Devas

In other words they allowed otherwise healthy chicks of a threatened species to needlessly
perish!
I have no problem at all with filming what's happening, in fact it's a vital part of being a
good journalist, because without good footage it is far more difficult to campaign on issues
if you can't physically show what's happening.
These 'violent storms' however they spoke of, without mentioning once it's the industrial
long-line fishing and the taking of krill which are the main threats that are driving these
declines in albatross numbers. And plastics were only suggested as an afterthought when
Attenborough was later being interviewed.
What gets me is once the filming's been done why would they then it seems sit back and
watch these chicks needlessly die. It's some kind of BBC protocol, if not by the man
himself, they have to work by.
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David Attenborough explains why his crew 'can't interfere' when animals are in danger

David's latest animal-based offering - Seven Worlds, One Planet - is dropping on BBC 1 tomorrow, Sunday October 27,
and what better way to hype ourselves up for the addition than learning all about how series such as these are produced.
And most notably - how the crew manages not to get involved when animals are blatantly in danger.
"While making the show, we can’t interfere with a cheetah stalking an antelope as it’s a complicated situation,"
Attenborough told The Mirror.
"You’re likely to cause more trouble than just letting nature take its course. Baby cheetahs need food too." There was a
very strong reaction to David Attenborough's newest documentary
https://www.her.ie/entertainment/david-attenborough-explains-crew-cant-interfere-animals-danger-486671

“We cannot interfere with a cheetah stalking an antelope,” and I would have no problem
with that, but as in the case of these chicks it was a different matter altogether. But here
there were no predators going without food it was simply a matter of saving some chicks
by lifting them back onto their nests.
Do we ever 'interfere' when a predator's killing an animal for food? Generally not but
there are occasions where we might. A Kestrel taking Little Tern chicks as an example,
there was once a case where a Heron was eating Sandwich Tern chicks, and again a good
time to interfere. A bit of common sense is often all that's needed.
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Just Doing Things Right.
Senegal Parrots, some apparently with clipped wings, being released back to the wild
having been rescued several days earlier when an Algerian trafficker was arrested at
Dakar airport.

https://www.facebook.com/robert.piller.3979/posts/1449518635207227

If these birds were unable to fly they would hardly have been able to survive. Any right
minded persons should surely have figured that one out for themselves.

If have seen other appalling cases on certain wildlife programmes where Jaguars were
darted up in trees without the use of safety nets to catch them when they fell. It almost
beggars belief people could be so thick and dense.
There was another example where frogs being captured and held in polythene bags for
breeding purposes. OK for the very best reasons of keeping captive specimens in isolation
away from the highly contagious chytridiomycosis fungus. But kept in polythene bags
even for a short time, especially in hot weather, amphibians will unexpectedly and very
quickly die.
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Did Merkel cover up Volkswagen scandal?
Angela Merkel became embroiled in the Volkswagen scandal yesterday as opposition politicians in Germany said her
government knew in advance about the firm fiddling its emissions results. The German Green Party said ministers knew
in summer about Volkswagen rigging emissions tests but that ‘tricks and deceits’ were ‘accepted with a wink’. The
scandal claimed its first major scalp yesterday as the car-maker’s chief executive Professor Martin Winterkorn resigned to
allow a ‘fresh start’ – but denied any ‘wrongdoing’ or culpability.

Hotseat: German Chancellor Angela Merkel, pictured in 2013 with Volkswagen chief Martin Winterkorn who resigned
yesterday, is said to have known about the car company cheating on emissions tests. Germany’s Greens claim
Chancellor Mrs Merkel’s Conservative-led government admitted knowing about Volkswagen’s emissions test cheating
software in an answer to a parliamentary question in July.
Oliver Krischer, the party’s deputy leader, told Germany’s N24 television channel: ‘The government told us in July that it
knew about this software, which has been used in the USA, and it’s clear they knew the software was widely in use.’ He
added: “The government worked with the auto industry not to see that emissions levels were reduced, but so that the
measuring system was set up to allow the cars to meet the necessary standards on paper.”
Mr Krischer’s claim centres on a written answer given by the German transport ministry on July 28 to a question from the
Greens about so-called ‘defeat devices’. This is the industry name for the software that allowed Volkswagen to cheat
emissions tests in the US. The ministry wrote that it shared the view of the European Commission ‘that there is no
extensively proven means of preventing defeat devices’. But it said the ministry supported further development of EU
regulations ‘with the aim of reducing the real emissions from motor vehicles’.
Professor Winterkorn announced he was stepping down but said he was not aware of ‘any wrongdoing on my part’. His
statement read, ‘I am shocked by the events of the past few days. Above all, I am stunned that misconduct on such a
scale was possible in the Volkswagen Group. ‘As CEO I accept responsibility for the irregularities that have been found
in diesel engines and have therefore requested the supervisory board to agree on terminating my function as CEO … I
am doing this in the interests of the company even though I am not aware of any wrongdoing on my part.’
Professor Winterkorn added that VW needed a ‘fresh start’ and his resignation was ‘clearing the way’ for that to happen.
He said he was ‘convinced’ the company would ‘overcome this grave crisis’. The Environmental Protection Agency in the
US said cars had been fitted with sophisticated software to switch engines to a cleaner mode when they are undergoing
official emissions testing. Once on the road, the cars produced nitrogen oxide pollutants at up to 40 times the legal
standard.
Why have diesels become so popular in the UK?
Tony Blair introduced the ‘dash for diesel’ in the late 1990s to meet climate change targets. Under the 1997 Kyoto
Protocol wealthy countries had to slash emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), the main greenhouse gas, by 8 per cent over
15 years. Like other leaders, Blair was swayed by the motor industry’s argument that switching from petrol to diesel
would lead to huge drops in greenhouse gas emissions.
It’s true that diesels emit less CO2 – mostly they are more efficient and go further on one litre of fuel. However, in the
1990s the industry argued the average diesel emitted 13 to 17 per cent less CO2, a figure that turned out to be hugely
optimistic.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3246844/

Angela Merkel, with her such green and clean energy policies, up to her crooked neck in
filth and deception. She's not called murky Merkel for nothing.
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Tackling Pollution Without Obliterating All Life on Earth.
Apart from allowing the world's forests to earn their way out of destruction, which in
itself would store huge amounts of carbon, there are any number of ways of cutting back
emissions.
Maybe more emphasis should be given to enforce the general public to clean up their acts by
making it illegal for individuals to pollute. Clamp right down on those MOT stations who
are currently waving vehicles through their tests. Enforce bus and train companies to
turn engines off at all terminus and long stop stations. Cut-out engines should be standard
for vehicles when on standstill. Bringing in hybrid cars, hybrids do much of their recharging
by using dynamos, which is obviously less demanding on the National Grid than pure electric.
Insulating housing, the switching off of office lights which are left on all night, taxing air travel
and banning palm oil and Brazilian beef.
Rather than force-feeding everyone with hype, bring in some simple ideas that would
make enormous differences, and, most importantly, instead of this mindless attitude of yet
more wind farms go for the technologies that would genuinely do the least amount of
harm to the natural world.
Zero Carbons the Options. Green energy – If the industry were to put the good of the planet
ahead of personal ambition things could be much improved.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_5e4dbd0936ab4a9ca2e211658ad1a25e.pdf

Fighting Poaching Without Selling Out to the Trophy Hunters. Details where the two
main Rhino charities are doing the complete opposite.
International Rhino Foundation.
http://www.rhinoresourcecenter.com/pdf_files/138/1383898940.pdf

Save The Rhino.
https://www.savetherhino.org/poaching-crisis/the-dallas-safari-club-controversy/

Reading through these letters objectively there are some valid points to be had it has to be said.
Saving habitat that would otherwise be converted to farming is one of them and if things
weren't so one-sided and aggressive it might even work. The problem is hunting practically
polices itself as well as that they're deliberately killing the best remaining bloodstock. As
always the charities pat themselves on the back while conservation draws the shortest
possible straw.
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The Wrongs of Trophy Hunting. And this is about as wrong as it gets.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_628f80a7f73e4c77abe66431850a038b.pdf

Salvation Army Partners With Safari Club International For Special Sportsmen Against
Hunger Community Meal.
https://www.vegasnews.com/170034/the-salvation-army-partners-with-safari-club-international-forspecial-sportsmen-against-hunger-community-meal-on-jan-30.html
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Fake rhino horn invented to ruin poachers' market

Researchers at the University of Oxford and Fudan University in China have found a way of making fake rhino horn
cheaply from horse hair. Demand for rhino horn has been blamed for driving poaching and threatening the survival of the
species. The Oxford team said the fakes would “confuse the trade.” But there has been some scepticism about whether
this will be effective - with Save the Rhino International warning it could inadvertently stimulate the market for rhino horn.
The conservation charity says it is more important to focus on anti-poaching measures and attempts to reduce consumer
demand.
Financial attack
Rhino horn has been claimed as an aphrodisiac in traditional Chinese medicine - which has sustained demand despite
official attempts to prevent the trade. This joint UK and Chinese project is the latest attempt to find a way of making
artificial horn that is realistic enough to be convincing, with the aim of flooding the market with fakes and undermining the
financial incentives for poachers and smugglers.
There have been previous ideas for fake horn, but this project wants a credible version that can be cheaply massproduced. And the team of zoologists in Oxford and molecular scientists in Fudan University in Shanghai have developed
a way of compressing and moulding horse hair in a way that looks and feels similar even when the “horn” is cut. If
credible fakes could be produced cheaply, the scientists say it would cut prices and reduce the incentive for killing the
rhinos.
“It appears from our investigation that it is rather easy as well as cheap to make a bio-inspired horn-like material that
mimics the rhino's extravagantly expensive tuft of nose hair,” said Prof Fritz Vollrath, from the University of Oxford's
Department of Zoology. He said he hoped the technique could be used to "confuse the trade, depress prices and thus
support rhino conservation".
Unintended consequence?
But John Taylor, deputy director of Save the Rhino International, is unconvinced how much fake horn would reduce the
threat to rhinos. He says there is a risk that attempts to “flood the market” would have the unintended consequence of
expanding the market and creating even more demand, which could cause even more poaching for real rhino horn.
He also questions how in practice fake horn could be inserted into an illegal black market trade. Mr Taylor is not certain
that artificial horn would really convince two of the main markets - where it is ground up for traditional Chinese medicine
and where wild rhino horn is used as a status symbol, particularly in Vietnam. "There is no substitute for anti-poaching
measures at one end and reducing demand at the other," he says.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-50184280

There is opposition to this mainly from the big Rhino charities who find fault with
everything but have no great ideas of their own to offer.
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WWF – An organisation where corruption takes on a whole new meaning.

Hunting for conservation.
https://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?14073/Hunting-for-conservation

WWF policy and considerations re trophy hunting.
http://d2ouvy59p0dg6k.cloudfront.net/downloads/wwf_policy_and_considerations_re_trophy_hunting
__july_2016_.pdf

Sickness here permeates from just about every pore and we really do need to be on our
guard to recognise it. Read the small print very carefully before supporting or signing up to
anything and above all who you're sending your donations to. Never ever be fooled by greenspeak coming from anyone whoever that person might be. They really do come in many many
guises. Instead of taking things at face value, with the so-called news or the friendly
looking wildlife charitys' logos, nice pictures and the quarterly magazines, it might be an
idea if we were to all examine a little deeper in order to see exactly what things are really
about.
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From trophy hunting to wind farms, from wind farms to palm oil, WWF is rotten to its
very core.
Scotland's wind could power every home across Scotland and North-England.
https://www.wwf.org.uk/updates/scotlands-wind-could-power-every-home-across-scotland-and-northengland

Wind power myths and facts.
https://www.wwf.org.uk/updates/wind-power-myths-and-facts

Sustainable production of palm oil.
https://wwf.panda.org/our_work/food/sustainable_production/palm_oil/

Industries palm oil.
https://www.worldwildlife.org/industries/palm-oil

Making palm oil sustainable.
https://www.wwf.org.uk/updates/making-palm-oil-sustainable-people-and-wildlife-pictures
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Nelson Mandela.

https://madiba.mg.co.za/article/1991-04-05-mandela-goes-green

We all make mistakes in life and if what we learn makes us a better person then I guess
that's better than never learning at all.
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Katrin Jakobsdottir – Iceland's green prime minister and the world's first.

The Green Witch of the North.....

There she weaves her unconvincing lines about sustainable tourism by welcoming in
foreign tourists to hunt their Puffins for trophies.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_bd817fae8d864ab6b0dd5a2d8d790c33.pdf
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Captive Breeding – Despite the obvious advantages there are many who oppose it.
Forty-Year Captive Breeding Program for Española Tortoises Concludes

Ecuador’s Environmental Ministry has decided to end the 40-year captive breeding program for Española tortoises
following an ecological evaluation of Española Island, conducted by the Galapagos National Park Directorate (GNPD)
and Galapagos Conservancy as part of the Giant Tortoise Restoration Initiative (GTRI). The evaluation demonstrated the
recovery of habitat conditions and of the tortoise population that it hosts, thanks to the captive breeding program of the
Chelonoidis hoodensis species; the breeding program was thus deemed to have met the restoration objectives for which
it was created.
“Based on the results of the last census conducted at the end of 2019 and all the data available since 1960 — both of the
island and its tortoise population — we developed mathematical models with different possible scenarios for the next
hundred years. The conclusion was that the island has sufficient conditions to maintain the tortoise population, which will
continue to grow normally — even without any new repatriation of juveniles,” said Washington Tapia, director of the GTRI.
“In addition to the recovery of the giant tortoise population, which went from 15 to 2,000 thanks to this program, the
management actions implemented for the ecological restoration of the island — including the eradication of introduced
species and the regeneration of cacti through Galápagos Verde 2050 project — have helped to ensure that the island’s
ecosystems currently have adequate conditions to support the growing population of tortoises,” added the Director of the
Galapagos National Park, Jorge Carrión.
The closure of the Española tortoise captive breeding program will entail the return of the 15 unique breeding adults (12
females and 3 males) originally found on the island, which have allowed the repatriation of tortoises to their natural
habitat since the program’s inception in the mid-1960s. This week, these breeding individuals began a quarantine
process to eliminate risks of seed dispersal from plants that are not typical of the island. The plan is to release them back
to Española, their island of origin, in March 2020.
This group of tortoises includes the famous Diego, the male who spent 30 years at the San Diego Zoo before being
recruited to contribute to the captive breeding program. Diego, who is over 100 years old, will return to his home island
almost eight decades after being extracted from it. In recent years, Diego has become a symbol of the Galapagos
conservation, as approximately 40% of the tortoises repatriated to Española Island are estimated to be his descendants.
https://www.galapagos.org/newsroom/espanola-breeding-program-closure-2020/

There can be no doubts whatsoever that captive breeding has enormous benefits to offer
conservation simply as a tool for getting the numbers up to safe levels if nothing else. And
yet there's an ever increasing number of well-meaning people who will use every argument
possible in order to oppose and discredit all efforts being made. But we would conclude that
spacious facilities, preferably within the home country of each animal or plant being bred,
is far better than the only other alternative which would be extinction.
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Zoos.

Zoos themselves are probably not the answer although some are considerably worse than
others. These example are often found in countries with appalling animal welfare laws in
any case. Places like this should be closed down and their animals confiscated, but
properly run and spacious facilities where good research and conservation work is being
properly carried out, they may still have a role to play.
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Rewilding.
A process of reintroducing as many extinct native animals as possible which will then go
on to take care of their natural habitat with minimal interaction from us.
This is another subject that troubles me in as much as are they're not even bothering to get it
right? In many cases it seems they're simply offloading anything and everything all in the
name of some kind of mixed up conservation. But unless it is done well using the correct
species then really what is the point in any of it? These God damn awful Konik Horses are
one must have example but the evidence shows they may not be right at all.

In every early cave painting you'll ever find depicts instead these images of horses with
upright manes which more closely resembling these truly wild Przewalski's Horses below.
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So why aren't they using these? Instead these 'experts' as per usual insist that they are
right and this is despite the fact that there are wild living herds such as these out there
that they could be using.

They seem too to be bringing in any old breed of cattle in order to somehow replace the
genuine wild Aurochs. And again there are breeds around that do get a little closer to what we
have here.
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An Aurochs' skeleton.

Note its colossal size with the horns projecting 90° from the forehead. It's animals nearest
to this we should surely be looking at for the purposes of proper rewilding.

This breed currently being experimented on in the Faia Brava Reserve in Portugal seems
to me like a far more convincing option.
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The Pleistocene Park, Cherski, Siberia.

Here we have a scene of an albeit unnaturally dense mix of the animals that once would
have made up this region's fauna and presumably what it is they are trying to recreate.

But when you compare this image on the left to what's actually being brought in on the
right we can immediately see what the problem might be. A much plumper looking
animal with a long shaggy mane and no pale muzzle. Compare this to the short upright
much darker mane displayed on the specimens in the first picture. It's obvious we can only
bring back what's readily available but there's not even an attempt.
At the moment it all seems very much hit and miss and that's if they're even trying to do it
right. To me it's like releasing packs of feral dogs into the wild thinking you're going to
somehow recreate the Wolf which of course you never would.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_21a9ad5affd2459a8cde869758ce980d.pdf
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Rediscovering an Extinct Species.

Neil Waters. Searching for the Thylacine.

The one thing you positively do not do, if you think you've rediscovered something as sort
after as a Thylacine, is to give exact locations by drawing bloody crosses on maps and
putting it out there in the public domain.
What they'd actually found was a Fox but it really isn't the point. The reckless act was
intended and if it had been a genuine sighting it could have been fatal for the animal
concerned.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qT1B8eKGd4
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Attracting Wildlife to the Home and Garden.
A great thing for anyone to do if things are done well but when they're not pure horrors
can emerge.

Garden ponds are an asset to any wildlife garden but when surrounded on all sides by
mown grass the dangers presented to any emerging froglets are all too obvious.

House Martin Boxes.
House Martins require a sweeping 20 yards or more of uninterrupted flying space in
order to get to and from their nesting sites. This dense thicket of trees just yards away
evident in the picture means these boxes unlikely ever to be occupied.
They may well attract House Sparrows but House Martins there's little chance. But
having said that nature often doesn't follow the written rule so I might be proven wrong.
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Before beginning with any project it's always worth thinking like, to the point of being
whatever it is you're trying to attract, that way there's less likelihood of disappointment.

Bird Tables & Feeders.
This one's respectable enough but filthy tables and feeders are an incredible biohazard
presenting birds with all kinds of highly infectious pathogens. Avoid always those awful
plastic nets full of nuts. These things should be banned from sale.
Cats.
Cats are individuals and some are more of a threat than others. For those that are right
sods an audible bell can help. But they do need to be loud enough for them to effectively
work.
In some locations cats can be more damaging than in others. In Scotland and in other
parts of Europe they can and do interbreed with the Wildcats. And in Australia cats
cause far more damage than they do here because the species out there simply never
evolved with cats.
Always go in for native planting which is better for the local insects.
Proper management should involve a good tidy up throughout the winter months with the rest
of the year the garden belonging to those insects. Coppicing, pollarding with the construction
of wattle fencing, log-piles and brush heaps etc.
Avoid mulching herbaceous stems. Often they conceal dormant eggs and hibernating
insects. Wildlife gardening is all about tidying up without the over-tidiness.
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This layout may not be everyone's idea but here's ours. Spot the dog.

I really shouldn't have to say this but these awful Spanish Bluebells are an absolute no
way for anyone wanting to help wildlife. Or as they are commonly known.
This garden variety is in fact a man-made cultivar created from a hybrid of the two species
Hyacinthoides non-scripta x hispanica. It is quite possible hybrids naturally occurred where the
ranges overlap in northern Spain but the bigger more robust plants were deliberately brought
into cultivation in the UK.
Thanks to Mike Crewe, Wild Flowers of Britain and Ireland for helping us with this
information.
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The Buddleia. Every gardeners' favourite butterfly bush.

But they're not native and are extremely invasive. Take a look at what happens when those
very light seeds blow around. Get one of these bad boys rooting in your wall or chimney-stack
it'll cost you a £100 plus to have it removed.

Finally it's worth remembering wildlife gardening is about the BENEFITS it brings to
wildlife and if it's not doing that there really is no point in it at all.
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Nature lover leaves wildlife haven to RSPCA – who sell it to be bulldozed and built on

The greatest joy in the life of animal enthusiast David Brown was the wild habitat he owned opposite his cottage that was
home to foxes, badgers, hedgehogs and squirrels.
So when he wrote his will, Mr Brown chose to leave his property to the RSPCA – a charity he trusted.
But the RSPCA repaid his trust by selling the land to property developers, and last week, to the horror of his former
neighbours, the habitat was flattened – in just 12 hours. At least six trees, including two large oaks, were sawn down and
the site reduced to muddy patch. For Mr Brown had made one crucial mistake in drawing up his will – he expressed the
‘wish’ that the area be maintained as an animal sanctuary rather than making it a legal condition of the will. This
technicality allowed the RSPCA to ignore his wishes and instead cash in by selling both the cottage and the land for
£295,000.
Neighbours suspected something might be happening when, a week before the diggers moved in, a plaque screwed to a
tree in David’s honour was removed and attached to the side of his former cottage. It read: ‘In loving memory, David, a
good friend to us all. Not forgotten.’ The RSPCA’s actions have caused fury among Mr Brown’s neighbours in Alderley
Edge, Cheshire. Paul Welton said, ‘I remember him coming to see me after writing his will and saying, “It will be safe
now. ” For him it was the most important thing. The RSPCA has ridden roughshod over his wishes.’ Julie Richards, who
took in Mr Brown’s cat after his death in 2007, said: 'We thought leaving it all to the RSPCA was a fantastic thing to do.
He has been badly let down.’
Mr Brown had given £3 a week to the RSPCA for most of his life. Despite suffering dyslexia, the 61-year-old would write
down things that were important. After his death, Ms Richards found a notebook in his cottage in which he had written his
wishes for his estate. It read: ‘The house cleared and sold – money for RSPCA for cats’ home. Antiques to be sold. ¼
acre of land to be left undeveloped, can be used for animals.’
Mr Welton added: ‘It was teeming with wildlife and fruit. David would feed the foxes and badgers by hand.’
Another neighbour, Mark Duffy, 48, a design consultant, said: ‘I think what they have done is illegal and I am going to
challenge it. A team of them arrived last Wednesday and started going for it like an army assault team. We all suspect
that it is only a matter of time before they apply to build houses on it.’ Mr Brown’s elder brother, Geoffery, 71, who lives
nearby, said: ‘It’s very sad that this land has been left bare when my brother wanted it protected. I am really very angry.’
It is understood that the RSPCA decided to sell the land in 2008
It was sold to companies connected to The Emerson Group, a development firm based nearby and owned by property
tycoon Peter Jones. The RSPCA, which also inherited £30,000 in premium bonds from Mr Brown, said: ‘Mr Brown
wished us not to sell the land for building though this wasn’t a binding condition of the will. The RSPCA has used the
money for its animals.’ Nobody from The Emerson Group was available for comment but a spokesman for East Cheshire
Council said: ‘We are not aware of anything being done in breach of planning control.’
https://community.betfair.com/horse_racing/go/thread/view/94102/29089191/a-man-dies-and-leaves-the-rspca-a-wildlifehaven-in-his-will#flvWelcomeHeader

Always choose your charities with care. Remember most of them are bent and the
RSPCA is no exception.
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CPRE.

By and large they do some really great work protecting the countryside.
But around thirty years ago they took action against a farmer for displaying an unsightly
billboard on his land which was actually protesting against a 5,000 unit housing
development on the outskirts of Stevenage.
It showed if anything just how out of touch the CPRE really was.
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Jane Fonda endorsing L'Oréal.

The palm oil laden gloop she plasters all over her face these days whilst getting arrested at
the climate-change demos.
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The Soil Association. Their position on meat & dairy palm kernel animal feed.

Organic animal feed must be manufactured using ingredients of organic origin. Although organic palm oil is not a
common ingredient used for manufacturing organic animal feeds, organic Palm Kernel Expeller (PKE) is used by some
organic feed mills, which is a by-product of the palm oil industry. There is a very limited amount of Organic Palm Kernel
Expeller meal on the organic market at present, and it is generally used in the manufacturing of feeds for dairy cows. The
expeller meal is what remains after the palm kernel has been crushed and the oil removed. The organic supplies
currently used by our licensees come from South America.
We don't directly certify any palm oil plantations. PKE is a useful ingredient to organic dairy feed manufacturers because
the residual palm oil provides an energy source and is helpful in maintaining or improving milk butterfat. It is unlikely for
PKE to be used in diets for pigs and poultry because the oil is less suitable, and monogastric animals have a much more
limited ability to digest the high fibre in the rest of the meal.
One way in which we are addressing palm oil concerns at the Soil Association is through building the market for
alternatives. Through our Innovative Farmers programme we are working to strengthen the market for homegrown
organic protein feed.
The aim of organic standards is for organic livestock to be fed 100% organic grass, fodder or feedstuffs produced from
the same organic farm or region, which meet the nutritional needs of the animals at every stage of their lives. Organic
feed standards differ by livestock type, but to use cattle as an example, cattle reared to Soil Association higher standards
must be fed a grass-rich, GM free diet (minimum 60% grass-based).
‘Zero-grazing’ - where cows are kept indoors and cut grass or other feed, such as cereals and soya is taken to them - is
banned by organic standards. Organic cows must be at pasture whenever conditions allow – which amounts to over 200
days on average per year. To assist with the circumstances under which organic farmers do need to source additional
feed, we are undertaking a field based trial through our Innovative Farmers platform to develop a reliable system of
growing homogenous, organic, high-protein crops suitable for milling in to animal feed, and grow the market around these
products. Our hope is that by fostering such innovation and strengthening the market we can further reduce demand for
imported feed in the organic sector.
Any such organic palm oil derivatives that are used as ingredients by organic feed mills or organic food processors must
be certified as produced to organic standards by a reputable EU based certification body. Our licensees are required to
demonstrate this at annual inspections. Although we do not directly certify any palm oil plantations ourselves, we accept
the integrity of properly monitored certification bodies who carry out checks at every point along the supply chain. The
green leaf symbol you see on all organic produce in Europe shows that it meets the EU organic regulation. You can find
a summary of what the EU standards guarantee here.
At the Soil Association we set our own higher standards in key areas including animal welfare, environmental protection,
safeguarding antibiotics and upholding organic values. We are currently reviewing the Soil Association’s higher
standards relating to land use change and palm oil through an expert advisory group.
The Soil Association.
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Summing up.
The Soil Association recognise Palm Kernel as a useful ingredient, they accept
the integrity of properly monitored certification bodies, and are currently
reviewing their higher standards relating to land use change and palm oil
through an expert advisory group. In other words they accept its use but have
no immediate plans for actually banning.
Whether chemicals are used in these particular instances or not, when it comes
to saving the forests and ultimately the planet, they really are about as helpful
and committed as every other conservation group.
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The World Health Organization.

Coronavirus and the Wildlife Trade Connection.
China – They're a nation that live like rats and then wonder why it is they've got a problem.
The Chinese government knew the risks their animal markets were having similar diseases had
manifested themselves many times before, and yet they did nothing to stop them. In fact they
wilfully and positively promoted the practice if anything creating the gravely serious problem
the world is facing today.
There should be a huge worldwide tariff put onto all Chinese goods and services, the
proceeds from which could then be fed into a fund, whereby the families and loved ones of
coronavirus death victims could claim some kind of financial settlement for the troubles
they'd endured.
China will never ever pay for the mindless obliteration its nation has exacted on the
world's wildlife but this way it might. This is about the least they should face for their highly
reckless acts.
And what had the World Health Organization to do with this? They'd earlier embraced
China's 'traditional medicines' which was the direct cause of it all.
The World Health Organization: Embracing traditional Chinese medicine pseudoscience in ICD-11
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_75af71a14e954f5e8e78ce360ab114c1.pdf
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Global concert raises more than $127M for WHO emergency response fund.

Coronavirus: Stars take part in One World: Together At Home concert
Highlights of the Together At Home concert
Some of the biggest names in music have joined forces to celebrate healthcare workers in a globally televised concert.
Lady Gaga, Paul McCartney and Billie Eilish were among more than 100 artists who performed songs from their living
rooms, due to the coronavirus lockdown.
The Rolling Stones even managed to play together from four separate locations.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-52333890

The ultimate dickwad mentality manifests itself when everyone comes together to raise
huge amounts of cash for the organisation who endorsed the very source of the outbreak
that started the pandemic in the first place.
Thankfully others were not so convinced.
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ONE FINAL PUSH to help reach 1’000’000 signatures to get this petition in front of the UN, to remove WHOs
Director General – Tedros Adhanom from office.

Please sign and share and Tweet and share – As of now – there are 980’500 signatures.
The WHO’s endorsement of TCM using animal parts and its inclusion into their medical compendium (with NO scientific
evidence), has been responsible for a massive surge in increased poaching, trafficking and slaughter of wildlife. Blame
can, therefore, be laid directly at WHO’s feet for the catastrophic impact their egregious decision on TCM has had on the
ongoing survival of the worlds wildlife.
It is, therefore, justified to accuse the WHO of practising double standards and in doing so, they have shown themselves
to be ethically and morally bankrupt and reprehensible
The Chinese appetite for TCM remedies, particularly amongst China’s rich, has served to push species including tigers,
rhinoceroses, the Sumatran male tiger, sea horses and pangolins to the brink of extinction.
WHO have demonstrated flagrant political bias towards China. They’ve demonstrated that they are in dire need of a
clean out. They have let the world down spectacularly
https://www.change.org/p/united-nations-call-for-the-resignation-of-tedros-adhanom-ghebreyesus-who-director-general
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Whole Foods.

Purporting to be on the side of wholesome healthy food and here they are selling out to
Monsanto.
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Whole Foods Joins Monsanto Try to Kill GMO Labeling in America.

Washington D.C. -- National grassroots organizations expressed their outrage today towards a group of U.S. Senators
and major, self-described, “organic companies” that have brokered a backroom legislative deal to kill mandatory GMO
labeling of food products across America while stifling first-of-its-kind state legislation in Vermont (slated to go in effect
this Friday, July 1st) that would mandate labeling of foods that have been genetically engineered in laboratories.
The companies, including Whole Foods, Smucker’s and Organic Valley, among others, have historically funded major
public relations and advertising campaigns to promote themselves as “organic” brands. Now, some national leaders are
criticizing these companies for “selling out” the GMO labeling movement, public health and the environment and urging
the public to fight back.
“Make no mistake, these self-proclaimed organic companies, including Whole Foods, Smucker’s Stonyfield and Organic
Valley have just joined with Monsanto and sold out the ability for parents to know what they are feeding their children,”
said Dave Murphy, Executive Director of Food Democracy Now!.
Murphy continued, “Monsanto and Whole Foods’ new fake labeling bill would not only preempt Vermont’s bill this week,
but all provisions of the bill are OPTIONAL -- the bill’s language is so poorly written that it would actually not include 85%
of the current GMOs on the market, including Roundup Ready GMOs owned by Monsanto that are sprayed with the
weedkiller glyphosate, which the World Health Organization declared a “probable carcinogen” linked to cancer in lab
animals and humans last year.”
Food Democracy Now! and Organic Consumers Association are now leading a grassroots pressure campaign to urge the
US Senate to block the last minute legislative deal.
“Consumers need to resist this outrageous attack on consumer and states’ rights with their pocketbooks and their political
voices, " said Ronnie Cummins, the International Director of the Organic Consumers Association. “This is an outrageous
assault by corrupt corporate interests on our basic freedoms and a mother’s right to know what’s in the food they feed
their children.”
Polls regularly show that ninety percent of American consumers want to know whether their food is genetically
engineered and the impending Vermont GMO labeling law has already forced major food corporations to disclose GMO
contamination in their products”.
“Now, at the last minute, a self-selected group of so-called “organic leaders,” including the head of Whole Foods Market,
Walter Robb; Gary Hirshberg, the CEO of Stonyfield Farm, the bogus pro GMO labeling group Just Label It, run by the
Environmental Working Group, and lobbyists for the corporate owned organic companies inside the Organic Trade
Association (led by “natural” brands Smucker’s and White Wave) have made an absolutely corrupt bargain with Congress
completely embracing an industry-crafted DARK Act “compromise", now known as The Stabenow/Roberts bill,” continued
Cummins.
A coalition of independent family own organic companies and consumers groups is actively working to get Senators the
real facts about this bill even as the Organic Trade Association and its corporate-own organic companies are working
behind the scenes to intentionally confuse Senators about what’s actually in the bill and the fact that the millions of
Americans that actually support GMO labeling are not represented by their corrupt corporate interests.
https://www.fooddemocracynow.org/blog/2016/jun/28-0
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Holy Fellowshit!

Beware of False Prophets. Always see within and ignore any superficial outer shell.

No matter who they may be or what they may look like always recognise the enemies from
within. Hence the ever relevant term, 'beware of wolves in sheep's clothing,' Matthew 715. Not that I'm using this as an anti-wolf sentiment by the way.
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As we blindly follow every perversion conservation and other charities currently have to
offer it should quickly become apparent where it's all leading. The problem is there are a
lot of extremely bad people out there who are making some of the most appalling decisions
imaginable, and there are many many more who are only too willing to go along with them,
which is why there's the massive disparity we have today.
There's so much misinformation being foisted upon us by the very people who should be well
and truly on side so it's not difficult to understand just why it is there are so many who have
been led completely down the wrong path. Those who are doing this drip feeding, drip,
drip, drip, drip, often do not have a clue as to what they are talking about. They talk
about planting forests but can't even protect those forests that are already there. They
say they have the technology that will make everything right but refuse to recognise the
devastation it would cause.
It's an Uphill Struggle.
There's so much duplicity everywhere you look. I've seen those who 'ave been banging on
about clean renewables, then ten minuets latter sitting on an allocated seat in a bus shelter being
stunk out by diesel fumes, even though there was perfectly good clean air just yards away. I've
seen people talking about saving the planet while stuffing cold (palm oil ridden) mince
pies in their amply filled faces. For me, observations like these just spells it out, it's often all
about liking the idea of green without actually being it.

Cancer Research UK. Giving your donations to them you might imagine you'd be helping in
the fight to prevent cancer but are in fact more likely to be funding those who are causing many
of the cancers in the first place. Read about their close ties with the agro-chemical industry.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_3c351fe27bc94f47956a38c58dc11b71.pdf
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Whaling.
The modern namby-pamby approach to whaling is education. Trying to somehow win
them over by being nice to them. Ultimately of course there is only one type of 'education'
these killers really listen to which doesn't necessarily come from a classroom.

Namby-pambyism now replaces hard line activism, which once protected whales so
effectively, with pathetic apologists.
The Days of Real Conservation. Whatever happened to those early pioneering days of real
conservation before the false and disingenuous green-sludge-movement as I call 'em took over
and destroyed it forever?
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_c9f0020a715f419c95e956b942d9274f.pdf

Back in the late 1970s early 80s, there were nine die hard whaling nations left, now there
are just three. The fear is, especially with all of these right-wing governments coming to
power, this could all very quickly return to how it was then. If this ever becomes the reality
it'll have been that turncoat Watson who very nicely arranged for that to happen.
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Dolphin Friendly Tuna Campaign.

An extremely necessary campaign at the time and probably still is.

But then the industry switched to longline and began killing albatrosses.
The very best ecological fishing practice anyone can ever hope for is pole-and-line caught
where the fish's brains are dashed onto the deck. It's for this reason I now never eat fish.
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Clean Up After Your Dog Campaign.

Again a well meaning enough initiative but not without unintended consequences. With
ever increasing draconian fines, it's now £1,000 a time, the incentive not to get caught is
compelling.
But just knowing the disgustingly grim nature of some people, and there's enough of them
about otherwise it wouldn't be such a common sight, it should've been only too obvious
the way things might have progressed. The irony is what normally breaks down in
approximately a week, depending on the weather, these plastic dog s**t bags will still be
around thousands of years from now.
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Christian Aid.
Going on about the environment with all things good and pure.

Here they all are about to release a load of balloons.
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Advancing Possibilities. Just look at how some will seize the day.

More Than 200 Reindeer Found Dead in Norway Starved by Climate-Change.

https://www.livescience.com/66047-200-dead-reindeer-norway.html

Pictures often reveal more than messages say. What I see here is a whacking great fence
over the back, bare soil everywhere we look and a dead Reindeer. Little wonder it starved to
death the poor bloody thing had no food!
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WWF speaking out against climate-change whilst supporting their lovely Canada Goose
fur jackets! The reality of what they're actually supporting is below of course.

It's not hard to understand just why thing's are going so very wrong with their befeabled
approaches at sorting out the world's problems. There are so many out there with such
funny ideas who are only too ready to screw things up at every conceivable turn. They do
everything wrong that can be done and then wonder why the s**t bucket ends up strewn
across the kitchen table each and every time.
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The European Union.

Going on about the environment, the environment and the environment, they're now
seeking to plunder UK fish stocks. I personally don't give a stuff about our own fishing
industry but I do care about the fish and where are they in all of this?
What eludes people like this is that the environment encompasses so much more than
their infantile over-simplistic understandings could even begin to imagine. The fish
belong in the sea EU. I'm glad we're out and good riddance.

Commissioner says Europe will seek fishery access and UK will want concessions for City

The EU’s trade commissioner has suggested there could be a last-minute trade-off with Brussels offering the City of
London access to European markets in return for European fleets retaining their fishing rights in British waters.
The UK’s financial services sector will lose its automatic right to serve Europe-based clients at the end of the transition
period and the EU will need to negotiate access to UK waters for its fishing boats.
Phil Hogan, the former Irish minister who is now trade commissioner in Brussels overseeing the next stage of the Brexit
negotiations, told the Irish Independent. “There certainly will be trade-offs, particularly at the end of the negotiations.”
The EU will be seeking concessions on fishery access and the UK will very probably be seeking concessions on financial
services.”
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Hogan, a longstanding critic of prominent Brexiters including Boris Johnson, described claims that the EU would be put
under pressure to seal a deal by parallel UK-US negotiations as “fairytale economics.” Negotiations on the future
relationship between the EU and the UK after 31 January, the scheduled date for Brexit, are expected to start in early
March once both sides have settled positions on the main issues.
EU diplomats were presented with the main principles of the free trade agreement on Monday in which “access to waters
and quota share for fisheries” would be made “within the context of the economic partnership.” Speaking in Luxembourg
on Monday, Ursula von der Leyen, the European commission president, reiterated that the British government would also
need to sign up to a series of commitments on state aid, environmental and labour standards to allow tariff- and quotafree trade.
She said: “Great Britain is our friend, the Brits are our friends, it is a friendship that has been growing for a long time but
we have to break new ground with each other, and here it applies as well: it is the decision of Great Britain how close or
distant of the biggest single market in the world they want to be.
“The closer they are, meaning a level playing field, the more they are ready to respect the European rules, the easier
accession to the European single market will be. The further away, the less there is of a level playing field, the more
difficult their access to the European single market will be. It is a decision Great Britain has to make and in the
negotiations we will have to sound out the scope that we want to use to then determine the negotiations accordingly.”
Last week, Andrej Plenković, Croatia’s prime minister, whose country is taking over the presidency of the EU, conceded
that Brussels would be unashamedly “political” and could threaten to block the City of London’s access to European
markets if Johnson tries to exempt the UK from its laws. He also warned of the risk of skirmishes at sea similar to those
during the 1970s cod wars if a deal on fishing rights was not secured.
Asked whether the EU would use its power to switch off the City’s ability to serve European clients, to gain leverage in the
coming negotiations with Britain, Plenković said, “I wouldn’t go into the vocabulary of weapons but what I have learned in
international and European negotiations [is] that all arguments and considerations are treated as political.”
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/jan/13/city-access-eu-markets-eu-fleets-uk-fishing-rights-brexit

Jason Hickel - The Divide RT - Renegade Inc. A valuable insight as to what's really
happening in the world today.
According to what this documentary is saying, and it all makes perfect sense, nothing is in fact
failing but everything is very much on track. Things such as conflicts, famines and the
degradation of just about everything we're witnessing today, is part of the big plan being
unleashed on the world. We can be very sure most of the conservation groups are in on this as
well. Much of what they say reeks of corruption of some kind or another.
Just think about what's happening out there to know that nothing's failing and it's all happening
by design. Added to this of course we now have the well-intended but very misguided loonylefties who are fuelling things to even greater intensity calling for more wind farms and
sustainable palm oil.
But anyway, take a look everyone, and let's all wake up. https://youtu.be/C1CtT5kvdjQ
Always be aware when heavy aggressive industries like this purport to be going green. It
will invariably spell out wind farms and rainforest destroying palm oil biofuel.
We’re fully committed to taking action on climate change and have invested more than £100 million to improve
sustainability – including switching to electric vehicles and renewable power – and remove 90% of carbon from our
operation.
Heathrow Airport.
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Having gone through all these utter failings from those who claim to be on side of saving
the planet, not to mention those who plainly aren't, it's really not difficult to understand
why it's all going so very badly wrong. But saddest thing of all, it's highly doubtful if
most would even recognise the part they've played and are playing in it all, even though
it's been plainly spelt out for them here. So God damn sure are they that what they're doing
is right they'll carry on the same disastrous and tired old path they've been taking us on all
along. All we can ever hope for is that as many can be convinced as possible in order that we
may get our argument over the vital tipping point. Once that's done it's then a downhill fight
rather than an uphill struggle.
I'm not sure what else we can do other than constantly hammer out the very important
message with a publication like as this. It's long overdue and I can't understand why I
didn't write the damn thing decades ago. As we can see dubious conservation practices
come in many disastrous forms and guises, some are a bit more apocalyptic than others, but
none we can be sure are for the greater good.

The Left – Just how out of touch many of them are and how they really have not helped.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_7c011bbf0ebf47de90e194aa6c6e3fc0.pdf
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World-Wide Fund for Nature, Rainforest Alliance, Rainforest Action Network, Friends of
the Earth, Greenpeace, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, Extinction Rebellion,
Worldland's Trust, NOAA, Roundtable and the World Health Organization. With friends
like these the world doesn't need enemies! What never to do is to take things at face
value. What might seem perfectly reasonable and ecological when explained by some may
actually turn out to be the worst thing ever once put into practice and then it's all too late.
But as bad as things so obviously are this is not to say there are not some extremely good
conservation practices being carried out too. Many of the Wildlife Trust's nature reserves
are an absolute pleasure to visit. While the RSPB field workers and volunteers are all in the
main doing some extremely valuable work it's just a shame about the organisation itself. The
lady Black Mamba anti-poaching teams that have sprung up in Africa if this isn't being too
sexist. And the Mangrove Action Project who are recreating and protecting mangroves using
proper coastal ecology practices.
Those who have raised awareness on the issue of plastics have done the world a huge service.
Beyond Pesticides is doing all it can to fight the evils of GMO technology. There are highly
organised activists interfering with Lynx culls in Sweden. And Bill Gates has just invested in
lab-grown palm oil which could, albeit far too long in the distant future, eliminate land-based
palm production altogether. So conservation, even now is not all bad, it just needs to stick
to what it does best.
Bill Gates has just invested in lab-grown palm oil to save the rainforests.
https://www.livekindly.co/bill-gates-lab-grown-palm-oil/
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Special thanks to Josh for kindly creating the artwork. It really was very much
appreciated.
www.cartoonsbyjosh.com

When writing The Hapless Conservationist you can believe it when I say there is no other
drawing or photograph anywhere I would rather have as a picture-header than this one.
Because it was this little fella doing his level best, portraying to a tee all of those wellmeaning enoughs, that inspired me to write this paper in the first place. For me he
epitomises the do-gooders who all too often do not have a clue and who continue to wreak
havoc on the natural world today.
From humble beginnings I only spotted him by chance whilst nosing through someone's
facebook page. The moment I saw it though I quickly recognised it for the gem that it
was.
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50 WAYS NOT TO SAVE A PLANET
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